ABSTRACT: In order to solve the problem of Environmental Monitoring of Greenhouse Plant Growth, the existing proximal support vector machines [1] carried out improvements in research, and constructed a weighted Proximal Support Vector Machine (PSVM) model. In addition, through the analysis of the greenhouse plant growth environment monitoring, as a result, a new method of Environmental Monitoring of Greenhouse Plant Growth was given in the paper by weighted PSVM.
INTRODUCTION
As technology advances, traditional agriculture cannot meet the needs of the modern social development anymore [2] . Improvement and revolution need to be done to the traditional agriculture. A new cultivation method has been developed through people's experience in past years that people can control environmental factors so that the crops can grow in the most suitable environment. In addition, the growing seasons may be extended and the best output can be produced. This agricultural mode is known as greenhouse agriculture, i.e. factorial agriculture [3] . It is also called as greenhouse agriculture in developed countries. The distinctive feature of this new agricultural mode is to free production from environmental constraints and to enable crops to grow under some pre-designed conditions highly yielding and greatly effective. Hence it has been a worldwide trend. In a word, the research on environment monitoring is crucial, especially for the real-time environment monitoring [4, 5] .
OBJECTIVE CONDITIONS AND ADVANTAGES OF SVM-BASED ENVIRONMENT MONITORING OF GREENHOUSE PLANT
The environmental factors for soilless greenhouse cultivation include temperature, humidity, CO 2 , illumination, EC, and nutrition elements. After discussing with agricultural experts, we choose greenhouses to be measurement parameter. The i th parameter is marked as [ ] , 1, 2, ,
here, x ∈ n R , and normal greenhouse is recorded as 1, otherwise -1,then let
, , , ,
It is just a trainingset of Support Vector Classification Machine. Thus the problem of environmental monitoring could be solved by SVM.
Nowadays, the normal data ranges for the environment monitoring of greenhouse plants are given [6] . In practice, we adjust those parameters based on the standard. However, it is found that although all the data are in range, problems still happen sometimes. It indicates that the interval control method has a large deviation and it is not reliable. For example, as temperature is adjusted, it may interfere with the humidity, so the environment control is not effective and sometimes make it worse. The advantage of SVM is that we do not have to set up the ranges for each parameter beforehand; instead, we take into account of all the parameters together, resulting in the highly improved accuracy of monitoring. Assume the output is -1, which means the current environment is not the one we want, so we could adjust the corresponding parameters in the computer until the result is 1. This operation is obviously easy and effective with the aid of computer.
WEIGHTED PROXIMALSUPPORT VECTOR MACHINE
For practical considerations, we always meet the cases of unbalance between positive and negative point numbers of training set. To solve the problem hereby, we follow the train of thought on constituting weighted Support Vector Machine to constitute weighted Support Vector Machine Model. By introducing parameter C + to positive point, and introducing parameter C − to negative point, the original optimization problem therefore is 
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Or more commonly，if the importance of each point is known before, it is workable to introduce different punishing parameter i C to each training point, the original optimization problem therefore is
. .
Theore m 3.1 Topic (3) - (4)'s dual problem is
Proves Topic (3) - (4)'s Lagrange function is
Where l R ∈ α is Lagrange to multiply subvector, draw Lagrange function on the minimum of η , ,b w , the following conditions is coming:
Substitute (7)- (9) in Lagrange function and draw the maximum of α, unconstrained dual problem comes out hereby (5),
Topic (5) is strict convex quadratic programming, which optimum relation is , ) ( ) ) ( ( Three years' research on celery has been conducted in Shouguang, Shandong and Fengnan, Hebei. We randomly take 100 greenhouses as our sample and measure 15 parameters suggested by agricultural experts. The parameters include temperature, humidity, illumination, and so on. A data set of one hundred 15-dimension vectors is set. Meanwhile, we ask the agricultural experts to determine whether the celery greenhouse is normal or not. The one hundred 15-dimension vectors are given values of -1 and 1 according to the result of abnormal or not. In this way, we have got the training set of the SVM.
Data Preprocessing
By observing these data, it can be seen that the value of some indicator data is small, but some indicator data is very large. So we standardize data and the standardization method here is minimum-maximum standardization method. The formula of it is: 
The dataset can be standardized into D' by this method.
Then the dataset D' shall be divided into 2 parts according to the proportion of 7:3 randomly, in which one part shall be Training Set T and the amount of training point of it shall be recorded as l(l=70 here); the other part shall be Test Set S and the amount of training point of it shall be recorded as m (m=30 here). Let the amount of positive type pointwise of training set be T + , while the negative type pointwise T-, and the amount of positive type pointwise of Test Set is S + , while negative type pointwise is S-. By observing the data, it can be seen that the amount of negative type pointwise, namely the point not satisfy the profit requirement, is 26, while the amount of positive type pointwise, namely the point satisfies the profit requirement, is 44, which reflects the disproportion of these 2 points. Therefore, we shall provide different penalty parameters of C + and C − to two types of pointwise, but C + and C − shall be confirmed according to the following formula:
In this, C>0 shall be the given parameter beforehand.
Model Option
Aiming at the classification problems above, first, we shall chose the proper arithmetic model, and select 3 kinds of Support Vector Machine models respectively, and the first one is the Weighted Proximal Support Vector Machine presented in front, and the problem need to be solved is 
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The second one is the weighted reasoning Support Vector Machine model, the third one is the weighted standard Support Vector Machine model [8] , the corresponding parameters shall be selected after the 3 models confirmed above, which includes the kernel functions 
Result
The 3 groups of optimum parameters get above into the corresponding models, and get the final decision function and judge the points of Detected Set S, the result is shown in the In these, the detected precision is the ratio of the amount of the correct detected samples of Test Set and the total amount of samples of Test Set; the rate of misdeclaration is the ratio is the ratio of the amount of unusual samples of misdeclaration and the amount of normal samples; the rate of detection is the ratio of the amount of detected unusual data samples and the total amount of abnormal samples.
From this result we can see that the environmental Monitoring of greenhouse plant, among the three support vector machine classifiers, the most accurate is the weighted PSVM. Therefore, in environmental Monitoring of greenhouse plant program, to test the program eligibility, can simply enter data into the decision-making system, if the output is 1, it is executable; if the output is -1, environmental parameter needs adjustment (should adjust the low price, small corrosion antifreeze first), until the decision-making system outputs 1, the best environmental program will be obtained.
CONCLUSION
To summarize the research and demonstration shown above, applying support vector machines to the environmental monitoring program of greenhouse plant is feasible; a variety of support vector machines can improve decision making on different levels. For specific issues, there is a need to study and determine a support vector machine model with high precision on decision-making. As can be seen in the example above, as long as it relates to classification problem, it can be constructed based on the decision-making scheme of support vector machine. Our three years of research and practice show that the application of optimized decision making system of support vector machine model can deliver a productive optimization effect on environmental monitoring and improve economic efficiency in greenhouse plant growing. 
